White Paper

Anodot + Benocs for ISPs
With Anodot and BENOCS, ISPs have a powerful, easy-to-use
solution for network traffic flow visualization, analysis, monitoring
and optimization that enables them to proactively & intelligently
manage CDN network traffic and identify problems before they
impact customer service and negatively affect revenue.
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MODERN NETWORK TRAFFIC IS
INCREDIBLY COMPLEX
Internet Service Providers are the backbone of today’s connected world. They provide the
infrastructure and bandwidth that power our digital experiences. With more people relying on
mobile devices and streaming content, ISPs struggle to keep up with demand for connectivity —
as a result, there is an increase in critical performance and quality of service issues across the
network that need to be detected and resolved quickly.
The greatest challenge for any ISP is to keep its infrastructure operating efficiently while offering
broadband services at competitive prices, and delivering the best end-user experience possible.
This is especially hard, since the ISP itself does not control the behavior, source, or destination
of most of the traffic it carries. The network traffic behavior is dictated through end-users
requesting content, and by the operational choices of the CDN. This can create bottlenecks
which result in poor network performance, especially during peak times.
Network traffic is extremely complex and volatile, making network operations and provisioning
more difficult and rendering current peering links ineffective. Network loads are constantly
shifting based on the content consumed; CDNs can shift massive amounts of traffic in a matter
of seconds; and root causes for anomalies span across peering- and CDN-borders.
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ISP's problem today: Lack of comprehensive
visibility into the network to determine root
causes along the Internet Supply Chain

Because of their limited capacity to manage traffic, ISPs incur increased operational costs and
lost revenue from churned subscribers. They often do not have the right network visibility and
tools to analyze, monitor, and optimize their networks intelligently.
It is critical that ISPs create analytics and monitoring environments that provide transparency to
seamlessly identify and mitigate issues as quickly as possible, and facilitate collaboration with
CDNs to reduce infrastructure costs for ISPs and improve traffic for CDNs.
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INTEGRATED NETWORK
ANALYTICS & MONITORING
Anodot and BENOCS solve this problem for ISPs with an integrated network analytics and
monitoring solution that delivers real-time visibility, anomaly detection, cross domain correlation,
and root cause analysis to optimize network performance and prevent service disruption.
With Anodot + BENOCS, ISPs have a powerful, easy-to-use solution for network traffic flow
visualization, analysis, monitoring and optimization that enables them to manage CDN network
traffic and identify problems before they impact customer service and negatively affect revenue.
The integrated solution combines several approaches for responding to network traffic flow
incidents:

REAL-TIME VISIBILITY
BENOCS combines IGP, BGP, SNMP, NetFlow, DNS, and additional data sources to produce a
real-time network database that provides a dynamically updated and high-resolution map of
network traffic flows for network operations, provisioning, and peering optimization.
BENOCS enriches the data with key information for easier identification and root cause analysis,
such as network id or link-type, and sends it to Anodot for analysis.

AUTONOMOUS MONITORING
With Anodot, ISPs can analyze complex traffic patterns, detect issues faster than manual and
static dashboards, and remediate network failures before they impact revenues.
Anodot uses artificial intelligence and machine learning to learn normal traffic patterns, detect
and correlate anomalies, and create real-time alerts based on deviations from normal network
traffic. Additionally, Anodot’s algorithms alert NOC teams to small leaks — things that typically
would not be noticed for weeks and months.
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ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS
Anodot’s alerts provide an accelerated clear path back to the root cause, which the ISP can now
use to investigate in the BENOCS analytics tool. Using BENOCS, the ISP can clearly fast track
their investigattion in their full context, e.g., where the traffic comes from and what networks it
moves to, filtering multiple dimensions to drill-down and find the root cause.

REMEDIATION
BENOCS helps ISPs achieve optimal network traffic conditions and improve CDN network
visibility using an automated mapping-data exchange with CDNs. In this way, ISPs can inform
CDN partners on how to reduce congestion, smooth traffic flows, and optimize service
experience for end users.
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IDENTIFY & RESOLVE PROBLEMS
WITH ANODOT + BENOCS
Anodot’s network monitoring, layered on top of BENOCS analytics, enables ISPs to take a
significantly stronger, proactive approach to network monitoring and optimization, eliminating
blind spots and reducing time to detection and resolution.
Here is how leading ISPs are using Anodot and Benocs to monitor and optimize their network
traffic:

NETWORK INTERFACE MONITORING
ISPs run multiple hybrid networks, each with tens of thousands of interfaces that send and
receive traffic, making static alerts completely impractical. Manual or threshold-based monitoring
will inevitably produce too many false negatives and positives — missing key events or creating
alert storms that are ignored by the NOC.
With Anodot + BENOCS, NOC teams can monitor fault, availability, and performance of network
interfaces alongside traffic flows, and be alerted to traffic behaviors that are worth a look. This
enables ISPs to identify issues as they happen, and act before they dramatically impact the
customer’s experience — and the business.
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INTERNET BORDER MONITORING (PEERING ANALYSIS)
Internet connectivity has become a commodity for many ISPs, requiring them to lower transit
costs to maintain customers while also preserving profits. While it’s impractical to peer with
every potential partner network, ISPs must monitor their internet borders and identify as many
potential peering opportunities as reasonable.
With Anodot + BENOCS, ISPs can easily collect and analyze traffic data and identify top sources
or destinations for private network interconnections, drastically reducing transit connectivity
costs and improving the customer experience.
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DYNAMIC TRAFFIC ROUTING MONITORING
ISPs must make sure that traffic routing issues don’t impact the customer experience. But
dynamic traffic routing is very difficult to monitor and correlate, thresholds result in alert noise,
which is often ignored by the NOC or no alerts are generated.
With Anodot + BENOCS, ISPs can monitor internet traffic-routing and quickly identify anomalies
— caused by e.g., DNS-resolver misallocations, BGP announcement issues, and IGP config
changes — ensuring a highly available network service, and delivering optimal digital experience
for users.
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BENOCS INTELLIGENT NETWORK
ANALYTICS
BENOCS GmbH — a spin-off of Deutsche Telekom — is a small company with big plans to
revolutionize the way network traffic is managed. Their intelligent and fully automated solutions
fit networks of any size and provide ISPs as well as CDNs strategic ways of coping with growing
network traffic. With BENOCS Analytics, network operators, transit and wholesale carriers,
hosting and CDNs gain end-to-end visibility of their entire traffic flows.
BENOCS Analytics is a high performance tool intended for ISPs and mobile traffic operators. It
collects and computes and aggregates data from multiple network protocols, such as Netflow,
SNMP, BGP, IGP and others. It then displays the results as an easy-to-read, multi-dimensional
and accurate holistic picture of your network’s topology as well as transported traffic.

BENOCS ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES
REVENUE & COST
MANAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE &
QUALITY

PLANNING &
PEERING

CAPACITY
PLANNING

Comprehensive prospects
identification

Peering traffic load analysis
on internal links

Optimal location
identification for peering

Link state overview via
SNMP/Telemetry

Indirect traffic detection
from direct peers

Top / popular "service"
identification via DNS

Management of
location-specific route
announcements

Internal and external link
visibility

Source-destination (AS
level) based resource
modeling

Ingress point detection for
services & customers

What-if analysis based on
actual network & traffic
data

Customizable threshold
settings for maximum
capacity

Source-destination based
benefits analysis

Service Quality Assessment
via innetwork metrics

Trend analysis of content
traffic (fine break down)

Color coded utilization for
capacity identification

Cache-fill traffic analysis

Traffic Locality Monitor &
CDN mapping optimization

Customizable alerting for
utilization and build-out

Automated policy
compliance monitoring

SNMP overlay for
comparison with statistical
flow data

Router interface visibility

With BENOCS, network operation teams, engineers, planners and quality assurance departments
can easily track network performance, troubleshoot quickly, and find the best time to upgrade.
The same tool can also be used by wholesale and peering managers to find new partners and
business opportunities, and strengthen relationships with enterprise customers.
Visit benocs.com or contact Benocs to learn more about how Benocs can help you intelligize
your network and scale your content delivery.
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ANODOT AUTONOMOUS NETWORK
MONITORING
Anodot is the brain on top of the OSS, connecting your network faults with performance data to
provide you with the full story in one alert — from the actual fault to the customer’s experience.
Anodot enables ISPs to reduce the number of alerts by 90%, improve RCA to 90%, and shorten
their time to resolve by 30%.
Anodot collects and analyzes data across the entire telco stack: all data types from all network
types, layers and domains — at scale. All metrics are actively monitored, enabling ISPs to
achieve full visibility of service degradation incidents. Stakeholders receive Anodot alerts in
real-time with the relevant anomaly and event correlation for the fastest root case detection and
resolution.
Anodot’s patented big data machine-learning algorithms are specifically designed to detect
outliers in time series data and correlate among related anomalies. Anodot preemptively
identifies trends, performance outages and network faults before they become problems, and
clearly points to the root cause of the issue.

ANODOT PLATFORM BUILDING BLOCKS

Reporting

Tools

Dashboards

Anomalies

Topology View

Alert Console

Anodot System
Monitoring

Event Management

Alert Triage

Audit Log

Learn
Autonomous
Machine
Learning

Baseline Learning
Adaptive Learning
Continuous Learning

Impact Analysis

Automatic Model Selection

Feedback Tuning

Inﬂuencing Events

Feedback

Anomaly Detection
Multiple Correlations

Ofﬂine/Online Learning

Data Layer

Detect

Remediation

Forecast
Metric Forecasting

Alert
Notiﬁcation
Channels

Actions
&
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KPI/Composite Builder

Data Sources
Counters/KPIs

Topology

Alarms

Network Elements/OSS/Probes/Data Lake/Data Base/Kafka/Etc.

Visit us at www.anodot.com or

Request a demo
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